
Macedonia 
The Workingmen’s Foreign Policy
Workingmen, it is our right to have  a foreign policy completely separate and opposite to that of our bosses and of the bosses in every country.
An Italian army contingent it is at the moment at the Macedonian border, what is their task?
The army didn't go over there for humanitarian reasons, but only to look after the interest of the Italian bosses. Fiat, Telecom, Enel and others , they have previously made business with Milosevic, then they have put their hand over Kossovo, and now they have  become allied with the Macedonian government.
Everybody, nationalist pacifists, bourgeois communists, that in order to defend Milosevic  heaped abuse on the UCK and on the movement that it organised, can  now be happy ; the destruction of the most radical UCK wing seems to be  the main goal of  the  bourgeoisie in the area in cahoots with  Nato : they want to repress the UCK fighters which are struggling against discriminations, and abuses that workingmen and farm workers are undergoing in Macedonia , only because they are of  Albanian origin.
All this has to be a lesson to  moderate Kossovari and for the trends inside  UCK which greeted NATO troops  as liberators.
The Italian government is one of the most active: the left wing  government sends its troops to repress whoever tries  to rebel against  oppression. The friends of  the Serbian Bourgeoisie, that only two years ago were condemning NATO, are today silent, watching the same NATO troops engaging against UCK.
As always  they are ready to side against their bosses’ competitors never against their own bosses.
For the right wing opposition, the West has never been heavy enough against the rebels and they want Nato to step up the repression.
Once again, like during the war against Serbia, each workingman knows that his first enemy is the boss that exploits him;  workingmen throughout the planet know  that  oppressed people’s struggle against their own boss has to be supported  without  reservations.
This is valid for us against Amato’s Italian government, which sends troops to crush the UCK rebels.
This is valid for the Serbian workingmen against their new government which, with  NATO’s consent, send the army to the demilitarised zone in order to repress the Kossovo people struggle to gain  independence.
This is valid for the  Macedonian workingmen. Macedonians and Albanians must unite against every ethnic discriminations, they must acknowledge each other the right  to struggle by any means against this discrimination toward the Albanian minority.
This is valid especially for the workingmen of NATO countries, they must get together against their own government that are operating in the zone. Using occupation troops they are imposing the bosses interest by the force of the arms,  the same bosses that are  sitting confortable at the international capitalism head offices, starting from New York, Paris, to Berlin and Rome. 
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